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1-15: For these questions, choose the best option 
to fill in the blanks.

1. Dilan :  ______ some cake?

Harry :  Thanks, I’m full.

A) Would you like to

B) How much

C) Shall

D) Do you want

2. Sam : Are you doing anything tomorrow?

Diego : No, I’m doing nothing. Why?

Sam : How about ______ cycling?

Diego : Sounds awesome. 

A) to go   B) going

C) go   D) goes

3. Stella :   ______ going to an exhibition tomorrow?

Adrian :  Yeah, that's a good idea.

A) Do you want   B) Would you like to

C) What about   D) Will you

4. Tina :  I haven’t  got any  plan  for next   
          weekend. What shall we do?

Samuel : ______ go to an art exhibition?

Tina : I'm sorry, but I’m not interested in  
     art.

A) What about    B) Do you like

C) How about   D) Shall we 

5. Mirza :  ______  go to the shopping mall?

Ayşenur :  I’m so busy, but I can't refuse it. I love  
shopping. 

A) Would you like

B) Shall

C) Why don’t we

D) Are we

6. Suat :  I have a great plan. We are going to    
______ a jazz concert.

Enver :  Wow! Great idea.

A) going to   B) go to

C) are going to   D) are going

7. 

I bought our train tickets 
yesterday. We _______ 
to İzmir next month.

A) am going   B) are go

C) are go to   D) are going

8. Faulkner :  Are you busy on Friday? ______ have 
a barbecue.

Paul :  That would be awesome.

A) We are going   B) Will

C) Do   D) Let’s

9. Ali :  What about ______ to the concert?

Elif :  Yeah, I’d love to join you, but I don’t know 
where the concert hall is.

A) go   B) going

C) to go   D) to going

10. Grace :  ______ we go skating tomorrow 
afternoon?

Danny :  That sounds fun.

A) Would you like 

B) Let’s

C) Why don’t

D) How about
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11.  1. Would you like to going skating?

 2. How about meeting at a café?

 3. Shall we attend the party?

 4. Are you do anything tomorrow?

Which sentences are grammatically CORRECT?

A) 2 - 3                       B) 1 - 2

C) 2 - 4         D) 3 - 4

12.       
I have two exams, but I’m 
going to _______ a 
movie tonight. I’m so 
tired.

David

A) to watching   B) watch

C) watched   D) watching

13. Marta : I'd  like   to   go   to  the  cinema 
                           tomorrow afternoon because there  
                     is  a great science fiction movie.
                      ______ ?
Benjamin  : No, I'm sorry. I'm going to have a 
                     picnic with my family.

A) Have you got a plan

B) Are you busy

C) Are you free

D) Are you stuffed 

14. Sarah : Are you free tonight? Why don’t we  
     ______ to a café and chit-chat.

Jessie : Thanks for invitation, but I must 
                     revise for my science exam.

A) go   B) going  

C) to go     D) to going  

15. Mete : There is a bowling tournament. Let’s  
    join it!

Harun :  I’d love to, but I have a plan.  ______  
     study maths.

A) Yeah, great idea  B) I am going to

C) I would love to   D) Let’s

16. Which of the following is an invitation?

A) I have a great plan.

B) Who is your favourite singer?

C) Are you doing anything tomorrow?

D) How about making a sculpture?

17.  1. Would you like a. go

 2. How about b. to go

 3. Shall we  c. going

Which pair is TRUE?

A) 1 – a / 2 – c / 3- b             

B) 1 – b / 2 – c / 3- a

C) 1 – c / 2 – a / 3- b            

D) 1 – b / 2 – a / 3- c

18. go / would / like / to / to / theatre / the / you ?

Which of the following is the CORRECT order?

A) Would you go to like to the theatre?

B) Would you like to go to the theatre?

C) Would you like go to the to theatre?

D) Would like you to go to the theatre?

19. Which of the following  sentences is 
grammatically WRONG?

A) I would like to join you after ten o’clock.

B) He won’t play basketball with us.

C) I am going meet  my friends tomorrow afternoon.

D) Let’s eat out tonight.

20.  cinema / how / the / to / about / going ?

Which of the following is the CORRECT order?

A) How going to the about cinema?

B) How to the going cinema about?

C) How about to the going cinema?

D) How about going to the cinema?


